7 January 2019
Equal Education pre-matric results statement: Potentially drastic education reforms will not curb high
dropout rates reflected in matric results
Equal Education (EE) wishes the Class of 2019 the best for their matric results and applauds the hard
work and time invested by learners, teachers, parents and school districts, throughout the years to get
to this point.
While the release of the matric results remains a critical moment for hundreds of thousands of learners,
these results do not provide a good indication of the health of the education system as a whole. We
anticipate that Basic Education Minister Angie Motshekga will today announce an improvement in the
overall pass rate, with some speculating that it will breach the 80% mark for the first time.1 “A system
on the rise!” the Minister will likely declare again this year.
However, celebrating this pass rate has become almost farcical - every year experts petition Motshekga
to place greater emphasis on the percentage of Grade 2 learners who leave school with a matric
certificate a decade later.
The difference in pass rates, when dropouts are considered, is striking. The graph below provides a
comparison between 1) the traditional pass rate announced annually by Motshekga; 2) figures released
by the Department of Basic Education (DBE) that show the percentage of 22 to 25-year-olds who have
completed at least Grade 12 or equivalent; 3) the throughput rate, calculated as the percentage of
Grade 2 learners who complete their matric ten years later.
Comparison between different methods for calculating the matric pass rate:2
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While we must celebrate the small strides, both the DBE’s own figures and our Grade 2 throughput rate
analysis reflect an almost stagnant pass rate rather than overwhelming evidence of a system on the rise.
Streaming learners will not compensate for poor foundation
Two ways in which the DBE is hoping to arrest high dropout rates, is by introducing a standardised
national examination at the end of Grade 9, along with a three-stream model that will allow learners to
choose between vocational, occupational and academic pathways after Grade 9. The DBE’s rationale
seems to be that a standardised General Education Certificate (GEC) will make it easier for learners to
transition to other education opportunities such as Technical and Vocational Education and Training
(TVET) colleges.3 Furthermore, the DBE argues that technical education streams will ensure that
learners who are not “academically inclined”, do not drop out of school.4
While information is scant, these proposals could signal a drastic shift in the basic education landscape.
It appears that the academic stream will be the traditional school curriculum that prepares learners for
studies at universities. The technical vocational stream will offer a similar curriculum to that offered in
existing technical schools, while the technical occupational stream will prepare learners to start working
straight after high school. Learners will be either allocated or choose to pursue one of these pathways.5
We recognise the potential value of a “transitional qualification”6 and a basic education system that
provides learners with various academic options to choose from. However, EE’s three-stream report
highlights a number of concerns that linger around the rationale behind these proposals, including the
extent to which they will succeed in lowering dropout rates, and their practical implications. We are
concerned that these proposals will further entrench socio-economic inequalities in the education
system.
a) Rationale
A major assumption being made, is that learners drop out because the academic focus of the basic
education system does not cater to their academic inclination. While this may be true for some
learners, it is almost impossible that between 50% and 60% of learners drop out because they are not
academically inclined. While there are many factors that contribute to dropouts, we know that the
quality of education received in the early years of learning is one critical factor.7
The years from Grade R to Grade 3 are life-altering for learners: it is when the foundation must be laid
for learning in all the later grades. The consequence of a weak foundation phase is weak academic
outcomes in high school – and the consequence of that is that many learners never reach matric.8
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We welcome Motshekga’s acknowledgement that this phase is critical and her plans to address
desperately poor literacy through the introduction of initiatives such as a national reading plan for
9
primary schools. We wait in anticipation for further details on this plan and to see whether it will
include reading coaching for teachers as we have previously called for.
If we do not address the problem of low literacy and numeracy skills in the system, especially in the
early years, there is a high risk of streaming learners according to the education opportunities the
system has afforded them, rather than their academic abilities.
Low completion rates at TVET colleges - which also provide technical and vocational curricula - are a
clear indication that simply routing learners into a technical stream will not solve high dropout rates:
learners enrolling in TVET colleges struggle to succeed at these institutions, as some do not have the
necessary level of foundational skills required. Currently, only around 33% of students at TVET colleges
complete their degrees within the minimum time required.10 Learning deficits inherited from earlier
education will be obstacles to technical education just as they are to general education, especially
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where teaching capacity is lacking.
b) Practicalities of implementation
Furthermore, technical schools could possibly duplicate the role of TVET colleges and even contend with
the same challenges confronting the latter, such as a lack of qualified teaching staff with adequate
12 13
teaching and technical skills.
Even before the rollout of this system, Gauteng is currently facing a
14
shortage of teachers for technical schools in the province. Training existing teachers to teach
occupational and vocational subjects in the three-stream model or recruiting new staff to do so, will
undoubtedly be a major challenge.
The DBE has said that its aim is for 14 592 schools - more than half of South Africa’s schools - to be
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equipped for vocational and occupational streams by 2022, yet a recent audit found that there are
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only 1 007 technical schools across the country. It is unclear how many new schools will be
constructed, how many will be converted, and whether schools will exclusively offer technical streams
or offer both academic and technical streams. It remains to be seen how the DBE will ensure that
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technical vocational and occupational schools have access to the necessary equipment, when there are
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still schools that lack running water and electricity!
Implementing these policy proposals will no doubt put tremendous pressure on an already shrinking
basic education budget. As it stands, the TVET sector is also already facing severe financial constraints,
resulting in some programmes not allowing increases in student enrolment over the next three years,
18
unless additional budget allocations are provided. It’s hard to imagine how an additional technical and
vocational system will overcome, rather than exacerbate, these challenges.
Conclusion
EE supports attempts to strengthen and expand occupational and vocational opportunities for learners,
but these attempts should be streamlined and must avoid duplication. Alternatives should expand the
choices that learners have, without unfairly streaming them into restrictive technical pathways that are
likely to disadvantage learners from poor and working class backgrounds.
Instead of treating a symptom - by declaring that learners drop out because they are not academically
inclined - the DBE must make every effort to ensure that learners receive quality education in the
foundation phase. This will allow them to choose their own academic pathways rather than be forced
into one - or out of school entirely - by a failing system.
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